Introduction
Physiotherapy students should be treated fairly and consistently, and with dignity and respect, wherever they study or undertake clinical placements. Placements should also be free from undue stress, anxiety, fear and intimidation.
The majority of physiotherapy students experience very rewarding clinical placements with very supportive clinical educators. However the CSP are aware of isolated incidents of bullying of CSP student members whilst on placement by clinicians, patients and their relatives as well as clinical educators themselves being bullied. The CSP believes that any form of bullying is unacceptable.
Every university and trust has guidelines on bullying and they are all committed to stamping it out. Therefore this guide for students experiencing bullying is designed to supplement their existing advice.
What is workplace bullying?
Bullying is defined as any action taken which makes another feel intimidated, excluded, or unsafe. Bullying can have a hugely adverse effect on students" academic achievement and social, physical and mental wellbeing. Although there is no comprehensive list of bullying behaviours, and there is no one type of person who is likely to be a bully, the list below should give an idea of some of the behaviours which constitute bullying whilst on placement.
Spreading malicious rumours, or insulting someone by word or behaviour (particularly on the grounds of age, race, sex, disability, sexual orientation and religion or belief) Being shouted at Being persistently picked on in front of others, or in private Regularly making the same person the butt of jokes Setting a student up to fail by unrealistically overloading them with work or setting impossible expectations Changing work responsibilities unreasonably or without justification and/or altering guidelines without warning Unwelcome sexual advances -touching, standing too close, the display of offensive materials, asking for sexual favours, making decisions on the basis of sexual advances being accepted or rejected Making threats or comments about failing the student without foundation Deliberately undermining a competent student by constant criticism Excluding the student from the staff room or team meetings for no valid reason
Definition of Bullying
Bullying is often misunderstood and definitions drawn too narrowly. It is therefore important to have an agreed working definition of bullying when raising the issue on placement.
A widely used definition is:-"Offensive, abusive, intimidating, malicious or insulting behaviour or abuse of power, which makes the recipient feel upset, threatened, humiliated or vulnerable, undermines their self-confidence and may cause them stress".
[Negative behaviours in the workplace: A study of two Primary Care Trusts in the NHS: Bernard Burnes and Rachael Pope, International Journal of Public Sector Management,] There are, however, others, which members may find of interest or use:-"The unjust exercise of power of one individual over another by the use of means intended to humiliate, frighten, denigrate or injure the victim".
[National Association of Schoolmasters, Union of Women Teachers, NASUWT] "The misuse of power or position to persistently criticise and condemn; to openly humiliate and undermine an individual"s professional ability until they become so fearful that their confidence crumbles and they lose belief in themselves".
[Andrea Adams; "Bullying at Work"] As with defining violence and harassment, the emphasis must be on how the behaviour is perceived by the recipient, not on the perpetrator"s stated intention.
Why does it happen?
There are no simple explanations for why one person is bullied, or why someone bullies. Personalities play a strong part, and the culture in a particular workplace can increase the incidence if problems aren"t swiftly and properly dealt with.
Some of the most common reasons include:
Age, race, sex, disability, sexual orientation and religion or belief. Although not specific to students they can be subjected to unpleasant and degrading abuse from others.
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Student Status -on placement, students learn by having planned periods of observation, education, reflection and work alongside their educators. Students are supernumerary and should not be treated as extra staff members. The expectations of their caseload and workload should be commensurate with their education stage.
Appropriate Supervision
There is excellent guidance on the NHS Employers" website for NHS managers and staff which is also relevant to clinical placement supervisory relationships on what is considered constructive and destructive criticism and the differences between firm but fair management and bullying and harassment. This describes constructive criticism as focusing on If you are encountering behaviour from a supervisor that is:  Aggressive, for example they are raising their voice at you  Making personal or demeaning comments about or to you  Providing negative feedback only with no suggestions on how to improve or to rectify the situation/problem Then such behaviour is considered as destructive and is widely understood that it could lead to those at the receiving end feeling bullied and harassed.
To download this guidance visit http://www.nhsemployers.org/Aboutus/Publications/Documents/Bullying%20and%20harassment.pdf.
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The cost of bullying The main cost of bullying is to the individual being bullied. Stress and ill health can become part of the daily life of those being bullied. Symptoms can include: anxiety, headaches, nausea, ulcers, sleeplessness, skin rashes, irritable bowel syndrome, high blood pressure, tearfulness, loss of self confidence, and depression. As both HEIs and placement providers have a duty of care towards students to complete their studies and enter the profession, it is in their interests to act in cases of bullying.
Effects of bullying
Students who are subjected to bullying rapidly lose self-esteem and confidence; they dread going to placement and dread confronting the problem head-on. For some the only perceived way out is withdrawing from the placement or course whilst others simply resign themselves to it and suffer the consequences. This is obviously unsatisfactory, as it adversely affects the victim"s studies and future career, often leaves them feeling it was "their own problem" and leaves the perpetrator unaware and likely to continue their bullying behaviour.
Other recipients of bullying find personal relationships (both within and outside of their placement) adversely affected, and some ultimately fail their placement as they become unable to perform adequately.
What should I do if I'm being bullied?
The most appropriate approach for you to take depends on what you"re comfortable with, and your circumstances. First you need to recognise that you may feel self doubt, anxiety or a lack of confidence, which can make you feel confused about your situation. Persistent bullying can make you feel as if you are at fault, or you may find it hard to decide if/when your situation is bad enough to take action.
If you feel you are being singled out or bullied on placement, you should not have to put up with it. There are steps you can take.
1. Keep a written record, which includes the date and time of any incidents and the names of any witnesses. This can be therapeutic for you and help you to clarify exactly what"s happening so you can do something about it. If you decide later to make a formal complaint, this diary of events will give a vital record of the nature of the bullying. Also make a note of previous attempts to informally resolve the situation. Many of the incidents may appear trivial in isolation so it is important to establish a pattern over a period of time.
2. Speak to the person you feel is bullying you. A direct approach is usually the best. Tell the person what it is about their behaviour that you find unacceptable, how it makes you feel and ask them to stop. They may not realise the impact their behaviour is having on you and this is sometimes all that is needed. Be firm, not aggressive. Be positive and calm. Stick to the facts. Don"t throw accusations. Bullies do not like being confronted particularly by someone who is calm and civilised. Whatever you do though keep a written record of what was said, in case the problem doesn"t go away.
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4. Speak to your university link tutor in confidence; tell them what has been happening. It does not mean that a formal complaint will automatically be made. Your link tutor will only do what you want them to and will give you the advice and support you need. They will want to have the bullying stopped quietly and quickly and can become your representative by speaking to the bully directly. They will try and sort the problem out without using formal complaints and sanctions. They should follow instructions from the universities bullying and harassment policy to make sure procedures are followed correctly.
5. You may face bullying by patients or their relatives. Your employer has a legal duty to ensure that you are not exposed to any unnecessary health and safety risks, and all placement providers should have policies for dealing with this -so follow these procedures if this happens. Where there is no protocol, report the incident to your clinical educator. If you feel their response is inadequate, contact your personal link tutor.
The NHS Trust has a legal duty to you under the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, to ensure that you are not harmed physically or mentally while on their premises. All NHS trusts are expected to have bullying and harassment policies or sometimes known as "Dignity at Work" policies in place and the CSP believes that you are entitled to have similar access to the Trust"s internal processes as an employee facing the same circumstances.
If you feel the Trust"s response to you is inadequate, please contact your personal link tutor for support and intervention.
6. If you are experiencing symptoms of stress or anxiety, see your GP, university medical services or the occupational health department at your placement.
7. In the end you may have to make a formal complaint. Your link tutor will advise you on what you should do and support you through the process. If you do take this route, never go to a meeting connected with the complaint without your link tutor, personal tutor or a friend as a witness. Your personal link tutor will give advice and support throughout the procedure. Your complaint statement will need to be clear and objective, and include: Full details of the bullying -who, what, when etc (use your diary of incidents to help) The effect the situation is having on you, your work and your studies Previous attempts to resolve the problem informally Any relevant supporting information or evidence.
The investigation may decide: There is no case to answer and further action is not justified -the reason for this decision must be made clear to you The matter could be resolved through mediation -if you"re happy with this, the other party will be informed and discussions will be held to rebuild relationships Such a process is quite daunting and time-consuming for a student. Given the relative power differentials that operate in health care, it is asking a lot of a student to embark on this process in an organisation that is not always necessarily supportive of such actions. Support from the student's educational institution during this process is strongly encouraged.
Take action! Many students are still reluctant to complain, even though their university will have policies for dealing with it. Often students fear they won"t be believed, or their case won"t be dealt with sensitively and the situation will only get worse. Sometimes they think complaining will only make them seem weak, or they won"t be supported.
Physiotherapy students are sometimes afraid that if they make a fuss, it will prejudice their chances of passing their placement or that in the small world of physiotherapy, word will get round and their name will be associated with trouble. This should not be a problem though if, as is normally the case, your case is dealt with properly through correct university bullying procedures. Don"t neglect to report cases of bullying just because you think it will be over in 6 weeks or so and they won"t have to see the person again. The fact remains that until you do something about it, it"s unlikely to stop (for you or others students following you on placement). It"s much better for your wellbeing if you take action, and to help other students in the future by showing that bullying won"t be tolerated. Remember, don"t blame yourself for what you are experiencing, and don"t feel you have to wait until you are at breaking point before you take action. 
Useful contacts National Bullying Helpline
